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An exciting and enjoyable
gymnastic discipline

Competition
Structure

The disciplines

Balance exercise

Tempo exercises

The exercise must demon-

The exercise must demon-

strate strength, balance, flexi-

strate flight from throws,

bility and agility, with two or

pitches, and catches.

more partners in contact all

Tumbling elements including

the time during the perfor-

somersaults are characteristic.

mance of the element,
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elements are that the contact

position) or moving (motion).

between partners is brief and
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that flight is involved.

minutes.

Maximum duration 2.30
minutes.
Minimum requirement, pairs
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Juniors and age group

Individual balance elements

similar to those done on
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Motion elements must show
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a static position at the end
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of the motion.

skills that individuals can
achieve alone.

and groups, 6 elements and
3 tempo individual elements.
Combined exercise
Maximum duration 2.30
minutes.
Minimum requirement for
pairs and groups: 3 balance
elements and 3 tempo elements, 2 individual balance
elements and 2 individual
tempo.

